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Swift For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get up and running with Swift—swiftly


	Brimming with expert advice and easy-to-follow instructions, Swift For Dummies shows new and existing programmers how to quickly port existing Objective-C applications into Swift and get into the swing of the new language like a pro. Designed from the ground up to be a...
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Distributed WorkMIT Press, 2002
Technological advances and changes in the global economy are motivating and enabling an increasing geographic distribution of work. Today, the geographic distance between an average pair of workers is increasing in industries ranging from banking, to wine production, to clothing design. According to Bureau of Labor surveys of workers, more people...
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Security in Ad-hoc and Sensor Networks (Computer and Network Security)World Scientific Publishing, 2009

	Ad hoc and sensor networks continue to have a growing impact
	on communication. These cost-effective wireless networks provide
	location independent computing in environments ranging from
	military battlefields to in-home patient monitoring systems. However,
	having real-time connectivity to critical information over an open...
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PostGIS CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For web developers and software architects this book will provide a vital guide to the tools and capabilities available to PostGIS spatial databases. Packed with hands-on recipes and powerful concepts.


	Overview

	
		Integrate PostGIS with web frameworks and implement OGC standards such as WMS and WFS using...
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VMware Horizon Workspace EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Manage and deliver a secure, unified workspace to embrace any time, any place, anywhere access to corporate apps, data, and virtual desktops securely from any device


	Overview

	
		Design, install, and configure a Horizon Workspace infrastructure
	
		Deliver a user's workspace to mobile devices...
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Beginners Guide to SQL Server Integration Services Using Visual Studio 2005Packt Publishing, 2007
SQL Server Integration Services, with the acronym SSIS, is a comprehensive ETL tool that made its debut with SQL Server 2005. It is a tool tightly integrated with Visual Studio 2005, having all the functionalities that its forerunner DTS (Data Transformation Services) had in SQL Server 2000. This does not mean that it is just an improvement over...
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Architecture and Methods for Flexible Content Management in Peer-to-Peer SystemsSpringer, 2010

	At times when the IT manager’s best friend is systems consolidation (which is a euphemism for centralisation), it may come somewhat as a surprise for you that this book investigates decentralisation in the context of content management systems. It may seem quite obvious

	that content will and should be managed by the party who...
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Building Applications with iBeacon: Proximity and Location Services with Bluetooth Low EnergyO'Reilly, 2014

	
		High-precision location information is increasingly useful for mobile application developers, since it allows devices to interact with the world around them. This practical book shows you how to achieve arm’s reach accuracy with iBeacons, simple transmitters that enable your applications to react to nearby surroundings and then...
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Geographic Information Systems and ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Geographic Information Systems and Science has become the pre-eminent textbook in its field, for students and practitioners alike. Its unique approach communicates the richness and diversity of GIS in a lucid and accessible format. This fully revised and updated second edition reinforces the view of GIS as a gateway to science and...
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iOS Development using MonoTouch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011


	Technology is advancing quite rapidly. Portable devices, such as media players, smartphones, and tablets, have brought huge advancements and changes in the way people communicate, share, and consume digital content. Developers need to be up-to-date with the available platforms these devices work on, if they want to be "part of the...
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Beginning BlackBerry DevelopmentApress, 2009
Are you a Java programmer looking for a new challenge and money-making opportunity? If so, Beginning BlackBerry Development may just be the book for you. This book will teach you everything you need to know to start developing apps that run on the BlackBerry family of devices and smartphones. With over 50 Million BlackBerry devices sold...
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Unauthorised Access: Physical Penetration Testing For IT Security TeamsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The first guide to planning and performing a physical penetration test on your computer's security


	Most IT security teams concentrate on keeping networks and systems safe from attacks from the outside-but what if your attacker was on the inside? While nearly all IT teams perform a variety of network and application...
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